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DuraVision™ Mirror System
DuraVision™ polycarbonate mirrors from Norix® are designed specifically for the
challenging conditions found in correctional and mental health facilities. The
strength of polycarbonate combined with a solid, full foam backing and a unique
steel frame design ensures these mirrors exceed the breakability and tamper
resistance of any other product on the market.

Testing and Certifications
GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold Certified by UL Environment. Product certified for low
chemical emissions to UL 2818. UL.COM/GG.

Eliminating Blind Spots
DuraVision™ mirrors were designed to ensure the safety of facility, staff, inmates and patients.
When used in cells and other critical locations, DuraVision™ mirrors permit staff the opportunity
to observe blind corners and intersections without putting themselves or others in harms way.

Line of Sight

Full Dome

Half Dome

Solving a Problem
Once you identify the blind spot,
it’s a simple matter of selecting the
DuraVision™ mirror best suited to the
task.
The half dome mirror is usually the right
choice for isolation rooms or cells in
order to observe blind corners to the
right or left of the entry door.
The 360° visibility of a full dome can be
used effectively in open areas or at four
way intersections or as a reflector with
CCTV equipment.
You’ll find the quarter dome efficient
and appropriate for corners and L
intersections.
We even offer a shallow profile wallmount mirror for those areas where
mounting against the ceiling doesn’t
make sense.

Quarter Dome

Quarter Dome
Cell Application

Behind the Reflection
Most convex mirrors you see in commercial establishments and at intersections are made from
acrylic. When tested to withstand impact, they’ll be the first to break into knife-like shards. Our
polycarbonate mirrors, with pure reflective coatings, are premium 3mm grade with a tensile
strength of 9,400 psi.
To further enhance the strength, we completely fill the cavity behind the mirror with high-density
water blown urethane foam to limit the compression distance, thus eliminating the possibility of
breakage from a severe blow. To make sure they stay in place, the DuraVision™ mirror perimeter is
fully enclosed in a heavy duty powder coated steel frame that sits flush with the wall and ceiling
and features countersunk screw holes to receive tamper-resistant fasteners.

Norix® Installation Services
Norix® intensive-use furniture is safe, secure and built to last… providing
outstanding long-term value and peace of mind for your staff. For facilities not using
contractors or consultants, it makes sense to reinforce the benefits of the furniture
with an installation from Norix®.

Full Dome

Half Dome

Quarter Dome

Model #MFD-18

Model #MHD-18

Model #MQD-12

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Overall: 20”Diameter x 6.8"D
Mirror: 18" Diameter
Weight: 6.2 lbs

Overall: 5.5”D x 20”W x 10”H
Weight: 5.8 lbs

Overall: 13.5”D x 19”W x 9.5”H
Weight: 7.2 lbs

Model #MHD-24

Model #MQD-18

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Overall: 7”D x 25.8”W x 13”H
Weight: 8.1 lbs

Overall: 19”D x 27”W x 9”H
Weight: 9.5 lbs

Model #MFD-24
Dimensions:
Overall: 26”Diameter x 8.5"D
Mirror: 24" Diameter
Weight: 9.8 lbs

Model #MHD-36
Dimensions:
Overall: 7.5”D x 37”W x 19”H
Weight: 13.9 lbs

Wall Mirror Rectangle

Wall Mirror Round

Model #MFSST-REC-1620

Model #MFSST-RND-1600

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Overall: 0.25”D x 16”W x 20”H
Mirror: 14”W x 18”H
Weight: 6.8 lbs

Overall: 16” Diameter x 0.25”D
Mirror: 14" Diameter
Weight: 4.6 lbs

AT NORIX, WE DESIGN INNOVATIVE, ROBUST FURNITURE
THAT MEETS THE REAL-WORLD NEED FOR HUMANIZING
CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENTS.

Individual attributes vary by product. See specification sheet for details.
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